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Main Tower Restaurant & Bar 

"Above the Clouds"

Located 187 meters (614 feet) above Frankfurt, the Main Tower Restaurant

& Bar offers guests great Euro-Asian cuisine and spectacular views of the

city. The elevator takes just 45 seconds to ascend to the 53rd floor of the

Landesbank Hessen-Thüringen tower where the restaurant is located. The

menu is slightly limited, but the range of drinks more than makes up for it.

Service is excellent and prices are not too exorbitant. It is recommended

to book well in advance. The viewing platform at 200 meters (656 feet) is

open to both diners and non-diners.

 +49 69 3650 4777  www.maintower-restaurant.de/  Neue Mainzer Straße 52-58,

Francoforte

Schöne Aussicht Restaurant 

"Awesome View"

'Schöne Aussicht', literally meaning awesome view, is a nice restaurant

and café for both private dining and business meetings. In a relaxing

atmosphere, you will enjoy international and local dishes along with a

beautiful view of the Frankfurt skyline and surroundings from the Maintal

to the Spessart and Odenwald. When it's hot outside, people crowd on the

terrace to appreciate the view. There is a provision for private parties too.

 +49 69 3332 2233  www.schoene-aussicht.de

/

 info@schoene-aussicht.de  Im Sperber 24, Hotel Schöne

Aussicht, Francoforte
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Hotel Schiff Peter Schlott 

"A Floating Restaurant"

Hotel Schiff Schlott is a unique restaurant in more than a few ways. For

starters, the restaurant and the cafe are a part of a lovely ship which is

docked at the banks of Main, Frankfurt. Made for those looking for an

adventurous and wonderful evening. The Ship Schlott has been part of a

family business that started in 1926 which also provides for some

ingenious accommodation quarters. The deck is often rented out for semi-

formal event like weddings and anniversary celebrations. Surrounded by

the sea, Schiff Schlott makes for a truly amazing and romantic evening

accented with scrumptious German cuisine for a fair price.

 +49 69 3006 7680  www.hotel-schiff-

schlott.de/

 hotelschiff.schlott@online.

de

 Bolongarostrasse 25,

Höchst, Francoforte
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Restaurant Villa Rothschild Grill &

Health 

"An Award Winning Restaurant"

Restaurant Villa Rothschild Grill & Health is situated in the charming

manor house-turned hotel, Hotel Villa Rothschild, Kempinksi, an hour's

drive from Frankfurt am Main. A sleek and modern dining space, the softly

lit interiors comprise all the elements of a great fine dining restaurant;

plush furniture, tall glass windows and a sophisticated ambiance. This
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award-winning fine dining restaurant focuses on producing exquisite

seasonal dishes, using classical French technique. The restaurant offers

up truly decadent fare like Taunus Char with caviar, wild herbs and pie

flan, Mieral Pigeon, and Truffle Macarons. With a superbly crafted wine

menu, expect a perfect pairing in an elegant setting for a gourmet lunch or

romantic dinner.

 +49 6174 2 9080  www.kempinski.com/en/fr

ankfurt/villa-rothschild/dini

ng/restaurants/restaurant-

villa-rothschild/

 villa@villa-rothschild.com  Im Rothschildpark 1, Villa

Rothschild Kempinski,

Königstein im Taunus
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